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Steels Creek – Royce Bennett Memorial Handicap – October 17
th

Race report

Cool overcast conditions with very little wind greeted the
starters of the Royce Bennett memorial handicap.  With just a
slight southerly wind the belief was that it would be a quick
race favoring the out-markers.  In favour of the middle markers
were the bunch sizes, thirteen at seven-minutes, sixteen at
eleven and fifteen at fourteen. Good working group sizes.  But
working against the middle men was a very strong scratch
bunch with most of the big names (Rob, Roy, Guy, Tony,
Boyd, etc. - ok, they're small names but ...) were doing the
chasing.

Despite the almost ideal conditions there was a disappointing
turn out, of the 83 who had registered their intent only 67 made
it to the start line.  It was good to see the introduction of a new,
all female, limit mark; Catrin Harris and Carol Ross getting a
five minute start on regular limit riders Brian & Ron.

Limit

In the limit bunch there were no expectations, it was to be
more an educational exercise over any assault on the aggregate
table.  The pairing of Carol and Catrin thrown in at the deep
end - a handicap a big ask as their second race.

Unfortunately the pairing didn't last long, Carol opening a
small gap very early.  A gap that quickly blew out, leaving
Catrin to the mercy of the gentlemen of the club to encourage
and assist her home.  As two individuals they stood little
chance against the veterans of Eastern Vets, Catrin being
caught, passed and left behind by the competitive pairing of
Brian Farrell and Ron Stranks three-quarters of the way to the
first turnaround.   Carol holding out a bit longer but also
caught, and caught with insufficient in the tank to be able to
catch the wheel as it went by.

25 minutes

The tenacious Ronnie drove a hard wheel for two and a third
laps, Brian matching Ronnie’s efforts when it was his turn.
The pair putting in a blistering first 16k, not only skipping past
the first of the limit riders before the turn and the other before
lap's end but maintaining their initial gap over the small 20-
minute bunch.

But the effort told and as the kilometres rolled under the wheels
the energy levels dropped like the power levels in Prince Planet's
pendant and with no "power tower" to replenish the levels the
gaps to the chasers diminished until a couple of kilometres from
the final turn the pair were finally caught.

20 minutes

No report.

17 minutes

No report.

14 minutes

Even with four scratchings it was a good sized group that set off
and, after some initial confusion, got into a solid rotation.  A
further reduction in numbers, a puncture putting Mal Jones on the
side lines after four and a half kilometres, put the strain on the
rest and it told, a little disharmony in the rotation and the eleven-
minute bunch were within a minute at the end of the first lap.

The slight tail wind on the way out for the second lap only
postponed the inevitable and the remaining ten fourteen-minute
riders were caught by the rampaging eleven-minute bunch around
half way out, most able to hang on and eventually join in and
contribute.

11 minutes

The biggest bunch of the day, and probably the favoured group,
but without Colonel Parker to bark orders it was going to be up to
the few old-timers (and I mean that in the nicest possible way –
ed.) to keep order in the ranks.  A job accomplished, a smooth
solid rotation ensuring the first lap was run at a very fast pace, a
couple of members pulling strong turns and encouraging others to
dig deep.  Notable for their efforts were; Deb Chambers, Neil
Cartledge, Richard Dobson and Dave Worland but the whole
peleton were putting in and it paid off.  Despite the loss of a
couple the mark made up over two minutes on the group ahead on
the first lap, the visualisation of the gap at the turnaround spurring
the members of the group to redouble their efforts and haul in the
bunch ahead.
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The two groups merged midway out and rolled out the other
side stronger.  With the likes of Louise McKimmie, Sam
Bruzzese, Andrew Buchanan, Dean Niclasen and Peter Webb
joining the rotation there was to be no stopping this juggernaut
as it powered out to Steels Creek and the halfway point.  The
much depleted seventeen-minute group, and the small twenty-
minute group stood no chance as they were swept up and left
to their own fates.

The return to the Yarra Glenn turn and the bell was not so
rapid, the enthusiasm waning a little with the continued effort,
the numbers at the front starting to diminish but there was still
hope, and with that, those who could continued to drive the
bunch.

At the bell the call to wait for the rest to turn was heeded with
a degree of enthusiasm that had been lacking at previous turns
but the pursuing seven-minute bunch was threatening and any
respite was short lived as the pace quickly built up.  With
smaller numbers the odds were against the chasers but that
didn’t mean the combined 11-14-et al. could rest easy, it was
noses to the headstem as everyone toughed it out.  The last few
out-markers were reeled in on the way out to the final turn
where everyone took the opportunity to reach for water, gels,
snakes and anything else that may help in the search for that
bit more energy and inspiration.  Inspiration came a little later
in the from of the seven-minute bunch still a fair way back and
the scratch bunch further back still.  The race was there to be
won and the pace came up again for the run home.

Two-thirds of the way back Dave Worland and R. Chain tried
riding off the front to secure the top placings but the train
wasn’t going away and the pair quickly fell back into line.  On
the penultimate rise Deb Chambers did the only thing she
could and attacked the race, riding away and cresting with a
small gap over the hordes and doing well to hold the mass at
bay on the descent.  On the descent the bunch compressed and
filled the road from gravel to centre line, the followers
desperate for the last bend and sight of the line, and hopefully,
clear road so that they could spread out and position
themselves for the finish.

As soon as the line was seen the bunch spread across the road,
the riders not in the front line left looking for a gap, or a wheel
that would take them through.  The mayhem playing to Deb
who still held the smallest of leads as the sprinters started to
wind it up.  Too late for the majority but Jim Swainston’s
smooth and efficient sprinting style and Tony Curulli’s
powerful sprinting style enough to see the pair sneak past Deb
on the line - a tyre and half a wheel the official margins, Jim
taking a well deserved win over Tony and Deb.  A dozen
contenders a bike-length behind Deb fought for the remaining
prizes.

Post race it was good to see a very happy Jim accept the spoils
of his first win in a feature road race.

7 minutes

On paper this was another group that had a chance, but on the
road it seemed to be another story.  Although the group rode
fairly quick it was sporadic with some struggling to take their

turns and some forced to do extra.  Despite the fluctuations in
work, time was taken out of the groups ahead and the chasers
were still doing what their name suggested.

At the bell there were only seven left in the mark and it was fairly
clear the huge 11&14-minute combined bunch wasn’t going to be
caught.  Scratch were still behind and there was a prospect to beat
them home, efforts were maintained.  At the final turn it was
down to six, the race was out of reach and scratch were bearing
down.  With each passing kilometre the gap to the leaders seemed
to get bigger as the gap to the chasers got smaller until halfway
back to the finish the last six were engulfed by the combined
scratch and second scratch bunches.

3 minutes

In an omen of what was to come it took several hundred metres
for the ten three-minute men to get themselves organised, a line
of Morse going up the initial incline to start the first lap - a sight
that must have given the depleted scratch group some comfort.
Once over the crest and onto the course proper the organisation
got better with a good rotation.  Until the next little rise where leg
warmth and strength disparities again saw the two lines become
one.

And that’s how it went, on the inclines the line would stretch, on
the descents it came back together again and on the flats there
was rotation.  With only a fraction of the group doing regular
turns and only getting intermittent breaks it was inevitable that
the seven minute bunch were unlikely to be caught and that
scratch was going to catch up sooner rather than later.  The first
assumption confirmed when the dozen strong seven-minute
bunch were seen heading back to complete the first lap some one-
minute fifty-five from the far turnaround – a gain of ten seconds -
times eight legs equals 80 seconds which was no where near
enough.  The second (assumption) not so sure, the gap back to
scratch at the first turn seeming to be around the three minutes.

The workers doing it hard on the return to complete the lap, the
slight headwind not a serious impediment but the psychological
impact of not doing the now near customary 55kph making it feel
harder than it probably was.  The sighting of the returning 7-
minute crew was uplifting, the timing of the gap was
demoralizing - no gain but a lot of pain.

For no reason other than “it’s what you’re supposed to do” the
second-scratch crew continued to grind it out to Steels Creek for
the second time, again the numbers taking turns fluctuated from
three to the full remaining compliment of eight.  The turn at half-
race distance and scratch were fifteen seconds behind.  Out of the
turn the crew sat up and waited, the majority doing the right thing
and waiting for the scratch riders to pass before hopping on the
back.

Scratch

The three no-shows (one shanghaied into doing duty, one
detained by work) didn’t help scratch’s situation, the loss of
another two on the first leg making even fastest time a
questionable quest.  The initial scramble up the first incline
proving too much for Trevor Coulter and Phil Thompson, despite



both getting into the rotation over the top the early effort,
combined with the relentless pace pushed by Guy, Roy and
Stefan proved too much, both losing touch on the first time out
to Steels Creek.  Rob Amos and Boyd Friis’ cause not aided
when Trevor hit the wall, the pair having to dig deep to close
the small gap after Trevor called them through.

At the turn the gap to second-scratch wasn’t noticeably less
and there were just six left to chase the nine ahead.  The initial
eight kilometres of practice paid off as the diminished group
settled down and set about making serious inroads into the race
- a recorded average of 43kph for the lap indicating a
“ridiculous pace” on the return but one that had the small
group back in contention.

Big efforts by the in form members in the group supported by
the rest had scratch breathing down the necks’ of second-
scratch by the Steels Creek turn and past them in the first
couple of hundred metres of the return, the majority doing the
right thing and waiting for the scratch riders to pass before
hopping on the back.  Despite the swollen numbers and the
willingness of some of the 3-minute riders to contribute to the
work load the wheels fell off.  It was a very scrappy return to
get the bell, gaps appearing in the fast line, no communication
and it showed with no significant gain on the race lead at the

start of the last lap.  It was going to take a concerted effort to
recover from the fourth sixth of the race.

An effort that wasn’t forthcoming.  The return to Steels Creek for
the final time was hard but not smooth, a couple finding the pace
too hot were shelled and left to complete the ride alone (or
playing leap-frog).  Down the drop to the tennis courts it was
apparent that this race was run and that scratch were racing for
fastest time.  The turn for home saw most of the second-scratch
crew left at the cone as scratch tried to rectify the situation.  It
was not to be and with the race lead not sighted on the return the
pace eased a bit a couple of kilometres from home as options
were considered and plans formulated.

Team Doherty/Eltham Cycles were keen to get a result from the
day and Guy Green set about leading out his team mate up the
penultimate incline only to find himself alone and too far from
home.  Reintegrating into the bunch on the descent a questioning
look to Stefan answered the question.  Tony Chandler started the
sprint around 400m from the line only to be passed by Guy and
Roy within cooee of the flag and pipped by Boyd Friis a grape-
seeds spit from the line.  Guy beating Roy by a margin similar to
that that decided the overall result won the sprint for fastest time.

Results

Mark

1
st Jim Swainston

(1:21:40)
11-min

2
nd Tony Curulli 11-min fastest Guy Green

(1:12:13)
Scratch

3
rd Deb Chambers 11-min

4
th Sam Bruzzese 14-min

5
th Matt Robinson 11-min first ♀ Deb Chambers 11-min

6
th Hylton Preece 11-min

7
th Neil Cartledge 11-min

8
th Andrew Buchanan 14-min

9
th Richard Dobson 11-min

10
th Dean Niclasen 14-min

Officials
Thanks to Graeme Parker and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries, and Graeme again for a terrific job of
handicapping.  Special thanks to all those on-course, led by Martin Stalder the following ensured we had a good race; Kathy
Green, Michael Jamison, Colin Johnson, David Holt, Bruce Hawker and Peter Grey.  Also thanks to Richard Dobson who
manages the duty roster ensuring we have enough people on the day for our races, to JC Wilson who brought the trailer along and
Peter Mackie who was on hand with the drinks.
Note : Members rostered for marshal or traffic control duties must be at the circuit at least one hour before the scheduled start

time to assist with the setting up of the course.  (but bring your bike, you just never know)

Tuesday Night – METEC

Tuesday saw the first of the mid-week, Summer criterium series, races getting under way, initially under ideal windless
conditions, but that changed about halfway through as the wind picked up from the south-west.

A Grade - All went well until David Holt decided the pace needed to be increased - significantly!! leaving Brian Gray and
Damian Burke behind.  Rob Amos held Dave's wheel, then both shared turns to eventually lap Brian & Damian before the finish.
It was a tight sprint finish to decide the places, a tyre width separating Rob & David with Rob just taking it.



B Grade - A few attempted breakaways throughout the first half by a few, including el President, came to naught.  Once the wind
picked up Rob Harris made a break with Anthony Gullace & Stuart Bendall trying to jump on.  But Rob was too strong riding
away and eventually held on for the win after the marshals hung him out for sometime.  Stuart & Anthony held on for the other
places with the pack unable to drag them in.

C Grade - A few pleas at entry to ride in C Grade with promises to behave.  Well, promises, promises!  As they say promises are
made to be broken.  Similar to B Grade all stayed together until the wind picked up, a couple of early breakaway attempts by
Wayne Doherty and Chris Norbury did not last.  Towards race end Wayne took off and won easily.  The sprint for the minor
places saw Dean Niclasen second and Grant Greenhalgh take third.

D Grade - Again once the wind picked up riders did not hold on and the pack split.  Big Brett Robinson took off with Jake
Jodlowski, Peter Webb & Gary Leroy trying to hang onto him whilst the rest were gone.  Brett was too strong and rode away from
the other three who had to sprint for the remaining places with Peter and Gary just having a little more in the legs than Jake.

E Grade - Had five entries, but only four made it to the start - Peter Kronemann disappeared (hopefully everything was ok).  The
starters including a new rider - Michelle Vanpraagh.  From the start Les, Charles and Sue Sharples rode together, whilst Michelle
was just feeling out the track and gaining confidence riding with other riders around her.  Unfortunately A Grade got in the way in
the sprint finish which meant Sue was blocked from sprinting leaving Charles and Les to fight it out, Charles crossing the line
first, with Sue determined that next week will have a different result.

Results

First Second Third

a-grade (4) Rob Amos David Holt

b-grade (13) Rob Harris Stuart Bendall Anthony Gullace

c-grade (13) Wayne Doherty Dean Niclasen Grant Greenhalgh

d-grade (9) Brett Robinson Peter Webb Garry LeRoy

e-grade (5) Charles Lethbridge Les McLean

Officials
Thanks to Peter Mackie and Geoff Mackay for controlling the evening’s proceedings.

Eastern Vets Program

Saturday October 24 2:00pm Killara Road Graded Scratch Races

Monday October 26 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Saturday October 31 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday November 7 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday November 14 2:00pm Dunlop Road Graded Scratch Races

Saturday November 21 1:00pm Yarra Junction Omara 100

Tuesday Oct
Nov

27
3, 24

6:00pm METEC Graded Scratch Races
Note : No entry to circuit before 5:00pm

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail to
the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday October 25 10:00am East Trentham Pig & Whistle handicap (44k)

Sunday November 1 TBA National Boulevard,
Campbelfield

NVCA, Criterium Series, Race 1.
(entries closed)

Sunday November 8 10:00am Pyalong Rd, Seymour Chooka’s Wheel Race (52k h’cap)

Sunday November 15 TBA National Boulevard,
Campbelfield

NVCA, Criterium Series, Race 2.
(entries closed)

Gippsland Vets Program



Sunday November 8 10:00am Kernot (Melways 512 S10) 46k scratch races

Sunday November 22 10:00am Kernot (Melways 512 S10) 46k scratch races

Victorian Veterans Cycling Council Program

Note : Entries are to be on the appropriate VVCC Open entry form (available on VVCC website) and are to be accompanied by
the requisite fee.

Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

21/11/2009 Apollo Bay Rainforest Ride : Cycle for a Cure – support the Burnet Institute.
Spectacular rainforest with endless magical scenery, low traffic roads, challenging climbs and
thrilling descents, fun, laughter and air so fresh you could bottle it – and all for the benefit of
charity. The Rainforest Ride has it all…
- http://www.rainforestride.com

3/1/2010 Geelong Amy’s Ride
- www.amygillett.org.au

24/1/2010 Bright Audax Alpine Classic
- www.audax.org.au/public

7/3/2010 Falls Creek BV – Alpine attack, 230k.  Registrations open 1/9/2009 - $150
- www.bv.com.au/great-rides/42359

13-14/3/2010 Mansfield SCODY High Country Cycle Challenge
- www.bikevents.com.au

27/3/2010 Torquay Great Ocean & Otway Classic Ride
- www.supersprint.com.au

Other News Heading;

Other news.

*******************


